
Release Notes for 2/21/2019 WISEid/WISEstaff  

Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 179 2-Week Work Cycle) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Hotfix--Name changes now coming up in 

search and Review Matches 
We found and fixed around 1k person’s 

updated names not coming up in 

WISEid searches. This resulted in 

certain records going to Match Review 

over and over again.  It also led to 

WISEstaff Contract errors for 

mismatched names, but this has all ben 

resolved. 

WISEid/WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Notification New 

Potential Matches student/staff filter now working 
We fixed an issue when users click a 

link in the New Potential Matches 

Notification, the Review Matches page 

filters correctly for Staff or Student 

Local Person ID records.  

WISEid: Added columns to Resolve Duplicates 

screen 
We enhanced the Resolve Duplicates 

screen for DPI when processing 

Potential Duplicates.  We made it so 

DPI can assign each Potential Duplicate 

to a specific DPI Customer Support 

Team member, which will speed up the 

resolution process for customers. 

WISEid: Added 'New Comments' filter to Change 

Request page 
We added a New Comments filter to 

the Message and Change Request 

page.  It will filter for only records with 

new, unread comments for your 

agency.  This will also be used in the 

Notification for New Change Request 

Comments to limit results when 

clicking the notification. This feature 

should make it easier for users to 



detect notifications and save about ten 

minutes of investigation time each 

time working on Change Requests. 

WISEid: Bug Fix--Adjusted filter types on 

Notification Rules admin 
We fixed the notifications so they limit 

screens that they link to in order to 

match the notification description. 

This will only be for new Notifications 

generated after this release. Again, this 

will make the notifications easier for 

users to understand and quicker to 

know what needs attention. 

WISEid: Change Request Type options on Results 

page for notification filter 
On the Results screen, we modified the 

filter, so you can filter by Request Type 

of: Person-Student or Person-Staff. 

These  filters use the Local Person ID 

Type from the upload to determine if 

it’s staff and/or student. These filters 

are also used for the ‘File Upload has 

Errors’ notifications. This additional 

feature should save users a couple 

minutes during each time checking 

notifications for results. 

WISEid: Bug Fix--Upload & API create Entity ID 

change request for new Person 
We fixed the logic for if new Entity IDs 

are provided via Person Upload or 

Ed-Fi Identity API so that they generate 

Change Requests for DPI to review. 

WISEstaff: Added Research ID to Public Reports In the Public All Staff Report download 

(only), we added a Research ID. 

Research ID is a number unique per 

person and on all records in the Public 

Staff Report data. This was added for 

researchers to easily track records for 

the same person over time. This is NOT 

the WISEid. Note, the Research ID 

could change if WISEids are merged. 



WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Missing Entity ID notification 

links to proper location. 
We modified the notification for ‘Entity 

IDs are Missing’ to only trigger when 

there is not an acknowledged Warning 

in Validate Staff Data.  We also fixed 

the link, so it opens a report of only 

those missing Entity IDs but not having 

an acknowledged warning. 

WISEstaff: Bug Fix--Staff Salary and Fringe Benefit 

Variance Report FTE sums work. 
We fixed an issue with FTE sums not 

working when the hiring and working 

agencies were not the same. 

 


